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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, April 21, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWK5 545^2 S 6^2 3091 9992 -988 Basis (K): +30/+35 +40/+65 +130/+170 +300/+450 

MWN5 558^0 S 6^6 4636 31709 +643 Info:  cars/cars cars/cars nom/cars nom/cars 

MWU5 566^4 S 5^4 1352 9904 +153 Change: dn 10/dn 10 dn 15/up 10 unch/up 20 unch/unch 

MWZ5 576^4 S 3^0 1383 11383 +111 Mpls Truck:  -20 +30 +55 

MWH6 590^0 S 1^4 424 3981 +18 Portland Apr-MWK May-MWK June-MWN Aug-MWU 

MWK6 598^2 S 1^0 61 716 +166 14%proBasis  +230/+260 +230/+260 +220/+230 +120/+150 

Totals:   10,962 67,882 +150  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,339 Options: 54 

Receipts on the Floor:   
118 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
N: 23, U: 23.5%, Z: 22% 

Spring wheat basis continues to weaken as the wheat keeps flowing 
into the spot market.  PNW basis is also weak. Japan is in for 26 tmt 
springs. There are 357 outstanding MW receipts from H deliveries.  

Commentary: 
Wheat reversed from early losses to close 2 
higher in WN, up a penny in KWN, and MWN 
randomly leading, up 7 late. The WN close was 
mid-range, 6 cents off of the daily low and 5 
cents off of the high. The chart does appear to 
have turned up after forming a rounded bottom 
after the contract low support held last week.  
 
Minneapolis saw a round of buying that pushed 
MW-W and MW-KW intermarket premiums 
higher. Bullspreading was active in MW, as 
well, with some rolling of positions noted. There 
was a program selling K/N and then buying N/Z 
and U/Z. Neither the flat buying in MWN or the 
bullspreading in N/Z or U/Z appears to have 
any fundamental underpinning as spring wheat 
basis continues to weaken amid declining 
export demand, steady country movement, and 
weak milling demand. Cash spring wheat is trading well below delivery equivalence and Duluth stocks 
will likely begin to rise again, contraseasonally. K/N is moving to full storage and traded -13 today in 
anticipation of deliveries. There are some making a case for MW to have to rally against KW but there 
isn’t anything friendly spring wheat in HRW getting cheaper. Both will need to price competitively to 
secure export demand. MN/KN has a chart top at 41 that should offer technical resistance. Early 
planting in spring wheat is expanding acres and will make new crop available to deliver against the U 
contract. Today’s strength in MW could be an early sign of a larger short-covering program in wheat. 
Sometimes it’s just easier to see in less liquid markets. Although there isn’t anything fundamentally 
positive to say about wheat, the chart is beginning to move higher. If a technical rally in wheat extends, 
WN should be the upside leader. If fundamentals prevail, we all grind lower. –Austin Damiani 


